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It’s Orientation o

The advantage of not bringing medicine home with you is the ability to appreciate
those two smiling adoring faces as you walk in the door. Being present for them never
fails to remind you that the stress of today, the assignments, the signatures you have to
get from your supervisor are all miniscule problems in the scheme of things. Being a
mum means having the most precious gift of perspective.
Second year was a lot better. I felt like I was getting ahead on the academic side of
things having taken the opportunity to spend time studying over the Christmas break.
My daughter was sleeping through the night but tiredness never escapes you when
you’re a mum in medicine. This year I learnt the next lesson.

Lesson Number Two - The power of power naps and studying smart not hard.
Lectures nish at ve minutes before the hour and start at ve minutes after the hour.
That is ten minutes of shut eye between each lecture and up to a forty-minute nap by
the end of the day. By fourth year I had mastered the skill of sleeping on the bus which
was a great pick up at the end of a long clinical day. With e cient sleeping so too came
the ability to do e cient study. Studying medicine means adjusting to studying and
thinking in a di erent way. In rst year my study routine was kids both in bed by eight
and study until around one or two in morning. I very much doubt I was the only student
who did their study late at night but most would not have to be up at six again for
breakfast and breastfeeding. You buri haM ias y studen

by spending countless hours on your a

Postscript
I wrote this blog just before starting Internship, a little over a year ago, giving advice
on being a mum in medical school. Not much has changed from being a working mum
in medical school to one working as a junior doctor. One thing that’s improved is not
having to study at home or at night after a long day. Though I think this will be short
lived with specialty training applications, exams and programs fast approaching.
More than ever I value quality rather than quantity of time with the kids. Partly because
I now have even less time with them.
The starts now are earlier and nishes are later. And there’s.…night shift! Though for me,
night shift has its advantages. I see the kids a lot during night shift weeks, essentially
getting home for breakfast and school drop o s plus having a normal dinner time – the
kids are asleep while I’m working so it seems like I’m home all the time, and then you
get a few lovely days home to spend together.
The lesson of being present has been an important one. There have been countless days
where I’ve been exhausted, haven’t had time to eat, have been a ected by patients or
the workload. But coming home to my family helps me to relax, release and recharge
for whatever the next day brings. Being home and being present at home goes a long
way in reaching that ominous ‘home life balance’ junior doctors are always told about.
I do not think anything could prepare my family and myself for the challenges of
juggling working as a doctor but we adjust and move forward and I know there are
many more lessons to come!
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